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Tenressee Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402

December 12, 2011

1

Cindy Bladey
Chfief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch (RADB)
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: EVENT REPORTING GUIDELINES: 10 CFR 50.72 AND 50.73
(NRC-20 1-0237)

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published Draft NUREG-1022, Revision 3,
"Event Reporting Guidelines: 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73" in the Federal Register on October 13,
2011 (76 FR 63565). In the referenced Federal Register Notice, the NRC solicited comments
on the Draft NUREG by December 12, 2011.

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) has reviewed the proposed NUREG-1022, Revision 3 and
provides comments specific to TVA in the Enclosure. In addition, TVA endorses the
comments made by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) on behalf of the nuclear industry. TVA
has actively participated in the industry task team sponsored by NEI throughout the process of
drafting the proposed NUREG revision. If you have questions regarding this letter, please
contact Terry Cribbe at (423) 751-3850.

7 Resp. ully,

Fnager, Corporate Nuclear Licensing

Enclosure: TVA Comments on Event Reporting Guidelines: 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73
(NRC-2011-0237)
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2
December 12, 2011

cc (Enclosure):

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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Event Reporting Guidelines (NRC-2011-0237)
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Documentl
Section/Page

Reference Comment Suggested WordIngiRevision

Draft NUREG
Revision 3,
Section 3.2.7,
Page 58

Draft Regulatory
Analysis [ADAMS
Accession No.
ML1116AI 68],
page 2

This specific paragraph was added by Draft Revision 3:

-Systems within the scope of these criteria Includes those
systems required by the TS to be operable to perform one
of the four functions (A) through (D) specified In the rule,
as well as their support systems that are also retained In
the TS. This supersedes the discussion found In RIS 2001-14,
"Position on Reportability Requirements for Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling System Failure," dated July 19, 2001."

In the Draft Regulatory Analysis [ADAMS Accession No. ML11116A1681
accompanying the proposed Draft NUREG-1 022 Revision 3, NRC
recognizes that the above-mentioned change to Section 3.2.7, Event or
Condition that Could Have Prevented Fulfillment of a Safety Function,
is:

"The changes discussed in Appendix C ... are considered to be a
change in staff position that differs from previous staff positions
found in existing and historic NUREG-1 022 guidance."

NRC goes on to conclude that the proposed changes in this area clarify
ambiguities in the FRNs.

It appears that the change goes beyond clarifying ambiguities and,
rather, establishes a new position that differs with the original intention
of the associated rules and long-held and long-understood positions
regarding the intention of the rules (i.e., 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(vi) and 10
CFR 50.73(a)(2)(vi)).

It appears that fundamental changes to the stated intention of any rule
as reflected in the associated FRNs would appropriately be made by the
rulemaking process.

Recommend deletion of the
paragraph and maintain the
current/historical position and
interpretation that the scope of
systems, structures and
components (SSC) addressed by
10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(vi) and 10
CFR 50.73(a)(2)(vi) apply only to
those SSCs that are credited by
the plant's accident analysis to
fulfill the safety functions listed in
items A-D of the rules.

Recommend NRC propose
rulemaking to change the scope of
SSCs addressed by 10 CFR
50.72(b)(3)(vi) and 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(vi).
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Furthermore, changing the guidance without changing the ruie itseif c-ouid-
result in the unintended effect of leading to further confusion. Without an
accompanying change to the rules, changes to the guidance leaves the
potential for users to continue to refer back to the explanations provided in
the Federal Register that accompanied the original rules and their
subsequent revisions (otherwise referred to as Statements of
Consideration).

Draft NUREG
Revision 3,
Section 3.2.7,
Page 58

The following paragraph, currently included in NUREG-1022, Revision 2, is
proposed to be removed in Draft NUREG-1022, Revision 3.

"in determining the reportability of an event or conditlon
that affects a system, it is not necessary to assume an
additional random single failure in that system; however, It
is necessary to consider other existing plant conditions.'

Removing this paragraph could greatly expand the scope of conditions that
could be considered reportable under 10 CFR 50.72(b)(3)(vi) and 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(vi). However, the draft regulatory analysis [NRC ADAMS
Accession ML111 16A168] issued along with the Draft NUREG-1022,
Revision 3 does not mention this change nor does it make any attempt to
discuss the basis of the change or assess its relative benefits versus
burden.

Recommend maintaining this
paragraph from NUREG-1022 as it
exists in Revision 2.

Recommend a regulatory analysis
for the removal of this paragraph
that should discuss the basis for
the change, justify the need for the
change, properly assess the
impact of the change, and
compare the safety benefits of the
change to the newly imposed
regulatory burden associated with
the change.
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Draft NUREG
Revision 3,
Section 2.2,
Page 25

The foilowing paragraph is proposed to be added in Draft NUREG-1 022
Revision 3:

"Unless otherwise specified, events that occurred within 3
years of the date of discovery are reportable under 10 CFR
50.72 and 50.73 regardless of the plant mode or power level
and regardless of the significance of the structure, system,
or component that Initiated the event"

This paragraph introduces uncertainties regarding whether an
Emergency Notification System (ENS) notification under the 10 CFR
50.72 criterion is required for an event or condition that no longer exists
at the time of discovery.

This added guidance could be interpreted to mean that discovered
events or conditions that occurred as long as 3 years in the past require
a 4-hour or 8-hour ENS notification even though the event or condition
no longer exists.

If this is the intention, the change is inconsistent with the previously
stated purposes for ENS notifications, which are to allow NRC to
determine whether immediate response is needed to ongoing events
and to keep external stakeholders apprised of emerging events.

As these notifications are typically made by on-shift main control room
licensed operators, the change would add burden and distract the
licensed operators in an activity that has little safety impact.

Additionally, since the ENS notifications are accessible to the general
public, making notifications for discovered events or conditions that no
longer exist at the time of discovery could have an unintended effect of
misleading external stakeholders into believing that the affected plant(s)
is(are) in the degraded condition(s) at the time of the call.

Recommend maintaining the
current wording in Section 2.2 of
NUREG-1022, Revision 2.

Recommend that if clarification is
required, that each section of
NUREG-1 022 that addresses a
reporting rule with an associated
10 CFR 50.72 notification clearly
indicates NRC's position regarding
the need for ENS notification for
discovered events or conditions
that no longer exist at the time of
discovery.

Recommend the regulatory
analysis for NUREG-1022 revision
3 should discuss the basis for the
change, justify the need for the
change, properly assess the
impact of the change, and
compare the safety benefits of the
change to the newly imposed
regulatory burden associated with
the change.
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General
Comment
(not specific to
any Section of
Draft NUREG-
1022, Revision 3)

Given that the final NUREG-A 022, Revision 3 will likely result in changes to
reportability. since NRC's position is that the changes are clarifications of
intent of the associated rules (which have been in existence and
unchanged since 2000) questions may arise regarding the need for
licensees to reassess the reportability of events or conditions in the past in
light of the newly clarified guidance.

Recommend that NRC provide
detailed guidance to address how
reportability should be handled for
events or conditions that may have
occurred up to 3 years prior to the
effective date of the issuance of
NUREG-1022, Revision 3.

Recommend that implementation
guidance on reportability should
clearly indicate that NUREG-1022,
Revision 3 is effective in a
forward-looking manner and that
there is no need for licensees to
undertake "look-back" reviews for
previously reported discovered
conditions to reassess those past
events or conditions under the
new guidelines.

Recommend that NRC provide an
implementation period for the
NUREG-1022, Revision 3 that
allows for necessary actions (e.g.,
operator training) to be,
accomplished by a well structured
change management plan. The
implementation period might
involve establishing a period of
enforcement discretion after the
issuance of the NUREG.
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